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•  Event novel of the year that 
could not be more topical

•  America’s darkest times read 
like a high-octane thriller

•  Mention’s accomplishment 
gets raving press reviews

Power
Michaël Mention
1965. Bogged down in Vietnam, the United States is 
also under fire on home soil in an unprecedented crisis 
marked by protests, riots, and an explosion of police 
violence. Twenty million African-Americans are harassed, 
discriminated against, and neglected on a daily basis.

After the assassination of Malcolm X, the black 
community is torn between hatred and the non-violent 
protest preached by Martin Luther King. The Black 
Panther Party suddenly appears on the scene. It defies 
racist America, arms thousands of its militants, and 
provides support for the people of the ghettos. A revolution 
is in the making. 

The government declares war on the Black Panthers, a 
ruthless war that will utterly change the lives of Charlene, 
a young militant, Neil, a police officer, and Tyrone, an 
FBI infiltrator. 

None of them, nor indeed the entire country, will be 
spared the ravages of the sixties.

110,000 words

Sample chapters available in English

All rights AvAilAble

Michaël Mention was born in 1979. His literary career 
began during his studies when he signed up for a creative 
writing class. He produced a series of satirical chronicles 
before publishing his first novel in 2008. He is equally 
passionate about rock, movies and history. Michaël’s 
police trilogy set in England was awarded the Grand Prix 
du Roman Noir at the international festival of Beaune 
in 2013 and the Prix Transfuge for most promising 
detective novel in 2015.

‘A masterpiece’
Le Monde
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T.I.M.E Stories
Christophe Lambert
Year 2468. Spotted by a recruiter, Tess Haiden passed 
with flying colours the many tests required to join a 
highly-secretive organisation. 

She is in for a shock: T.I.M.E Agency has been 
sending agents through time for several years. Thanks 
to considerable resources, they prevent anomalies and 
paradoxes by dispatching their agents to different eras 
and places around the world.

Over the course of her many missions, Tess learns 
that they are not alone in time corridors and she starts 
wondering about the true nature and goals of the agency.

T.I.M.E Stories was created in 2015 and quickly won over 
thousands of lovers of narrative games across the world. 
The novel was written in close collaboration with the 
game’s creators, giving the reader new perspectives on this 
fabulous universe. 

The off icial novel of the best 
Science Fiction narrative game!

•  The official novel of the 
board game that sold over 
300,000 copies worldwide

•  An effective tale that will appeal 
to all readers and fits perfectly 
with the game timeline

•  Cross-promotion guarantied 
with the distributor of the 
game in each country

65,000 words

All rights AvAilAble

Christophe Lambert is a well-known name in the world 
of children’s literature and is an established author of 
sixty novels in various adult genres. 

The Space Cowboys are a board game publisher founded 
in 2013 and distributed by the market leader Asmodée. 
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•  A bestselling game everywhere:  
Germany, China, USA, UK, Spain…

•  A game that conquered 
every generation

•  By best-selling and multi 
award-winning authors

The Werewolves 
of Millers Hollow
(Les Loups-Garous de Thiercelieux)

Silène Edgar & Paul Beorn
In the village of Millers Hollow, the summer of 1846 is 
coming to an end and all seems well. But one night, Lune 
and her friends hear the mysterious call of the Red Moon and 
they follow a black wolf to an abandoned trunk, where they 
find wolf masks and a strange poem that speaks of revenge.

Something awakens in them and the teenagers swear they 
will fight injustice by punishing the villagers who wronged 
them. Millers Hollow is thrown into a state of panic. 

At night, Lune puts on her disguise and gives free rein to 
her wild nature, while in daytime her best friend Lapsa 
investigates these incidents which strangely remind her of the 
mystery surrounding her father’s death years before.

Then one night, a villager is killed, and the teens realise there 
once were Wolves in the village…

60,000 words

All rights available

Silène Edgar and Paul Beorn  are the acclaimed authors 
of the middle-grade novel 14-14 (sold more than 80,000 
copies in France and published in 12 countries), and they 
have both written several other successful and awarded 
YA and Fantasy novels. 

The off icial novel of the wildly 
successful mystery game that 

sold 2 million copies worldwide
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45,000 words

All rights available

•  An ode to imagination full of 
wacky figures: a pink panda, a 
colourful pop singer, a dandy lion...

•  An effective action novel with 
many plot twists and humour

•  An inventive and original tale, 
Toy Story meets Inside Out

Betty Piccioli was born in 1991 and as a proud member 
of the Harry Potter generation, she began her writing 
career as a teenager. But it was not until ten years later, 
when she had finished her political science studies, that 
she completed her first novel.

I.F. Imaginary Friends
(A.I. Amis Imaginaires)

Betty Piccioli
Seven years ago, millions of weird creatures, the product of 
children’s imagination, materialised everywhere in the real 
world. Since then, twelve-year-old Elena has lived an entirely 
peaceful existence with her parents and her Imaginary Friend 
John, a stylish lion who quickly found his place in society.

But one day, just as mysteriously as the IFs appeared, hordes 
of children start to disappear. When will it be Elena’s turn? 
The countdown begins. She and John decide to investigate, 
and they must work quickly.

Using all sorts of gadgets and travelling around the world, 
they will confront villains straight out of their worst 
nightmares. But they’ll soon discover that the whole scheme 
has been concocted by a gang of IFs who were rejected by 
humans when they first appeared...

What if every child’s imaginary 
friend suddenly came to life?
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78,000 words

All rights AvAilAble

•  A delightful portrayal of a lovable 
loser that reads like a TV series

•  Tackling the themes of harassment 
at school, lack of self-confidence, 
and accepting oneself

•  A story that promotes 
diversity through a poignant, 
dramatic and witty tale

Bald at 17,  
school pariah forever?...

Lise Syven was born in 1978. She is fascinated by the 
universes of Star Wars, superheroes, dragons, spaceships, 
the 19th century and monsters, and is a founder of 
CoCyclics, a writers’ collective devoted to promoting 
fantasy literature.

By a Hair
(À un Cheveu)

Lise Syven
Matthéo is in his senior year of high school and is a 
totally normal boy… until premature baldness sets in. 
His life quickly becomes hell. Not only does he become 
the favourite target for bullies, but he also loses any hope 
of catching the eye of the beautiful Suraya. 

His cousin decides to help and makes him wear a wig, 
and that’s a win: he is suddenly entirely hot! But still, no 
way he’s going to wear the hairpiece at school and endure 
the inevitable mocking. He will wear it only on weekends 
for now. 

“Disguised” like this, Matthéo hopes he will get Suraya 
to notice him. But against all expectations, he attracts 
the attention of Léane, her flamboyant and often caustic 
friend, and starts going out with her. 

Yet he will soon learn that juggling two lives can be like 
walking on a tightrope as fine as a strand of hair.
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Book 1 A Time of Devastation
Book 2 The Luck of the Hanged
Book 3  to be published 

in December 2018

100,000 words per book

All rights AvAilAble

•  A very topical theme: 
global warming

•  A gifted author with 
a vivid, incisive style

•  Breath-taking pace, an 
unputdownable page-turner

As the world falls apart around 
them, where can they go?

Born in 1994, Chloé Bertrand was very small when 
she fell into the world of books. Since then she’s never 
stopped writing. After spending a year in London, Chloé 
moved to Montreal to study creative writing. As always, 
her favourite heroes followed her: Harry Potter, but also 
Cyrano de Bergerac, Artemis Fowl, and all of Pierre 
Bottero’s characters.

Apocalypse Blues
Chloé Bertrand
Their names are Kiran, Matthey, Tobias and Charly.

They are fourteen, twenty, ten, and sixteen years old.

They live in India, Australia and Utah.

They are children of the same world, a world where, 
suddenly, everything is going wrong.

Tornadoes, tsunamis and floods: climate disruption is as 
drastic as the irresponsibility that precipitated it, and the 
consequences are cataclysmic.

Caught up in the turmoil and left to their own devices, 
all four them embark on a long journey, fleeing hostile 
lands and human folly in search of their families, safer 
places and, above all, in the hope that a better life is still 
possible, somewhere.

An uncompromising science fiction novel that brings 
to life the reality of an international ecological disaster 
through the eyes of four young people who can count 
only on themselves to survive.
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Highlight

•  An unputdownable, multi-layered 
story full of twists and surprises

•  A crossover YA / Fantasy 
by a fast-rising author

•  Pleasant and smooth prose with a 
delightfully unexpected cliffhanger

The Fantasy highlight
of the year

Paul Beorn grew up listening to his parents read Tolkien 
and Roald Dahl to his elder siblings. At the age of five 
he vowed to become a writer himself – ideally a good 
one – of stories that make people laugh and cry. He has 
become a multi-award-winning author (he’s won the Prix 
Imaginales des Lycéens, the Prix des Incorruptibles, 
and the Prix Gulli, among others) in all the genres he’s 
put his pen to.

Calame
Paul Beorn
After a year of civil war in the kingdom of Westalie, 
the rebels are brutally crushed during an attack on the 
capital. Their legendary leader, Darran Dahl, is killed 
in a fight with the king himself, and his supporters are 
thrown into the dungeons.

D’Arterac, a famous collector of legends with an uncanny 
ability to discern truth from fiction, discovers young 
Maura, Darran Dahl’s first lieutenant, in a cell. He offers 
her a deal: she will be spared execution in exchange for 
the true story of the rebel leader, a mysterious warrior 
of obscure beginnings who was said to have been 
indestructible.

The young girl tells D’Arterac all about Dahl, whose 
story hides more than one secret… if Maura is telling the 
whole truth. For she is making the most of her reprieve by 
formulating a plan to escape and take up the fight again.

Book 1 The Two Faces
Book 2 Forthcoming in 2019

150,000 words per book

Sample chapters available in English

All rights AvAilAble
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•  A formative journey with engaging, 
sophisticated characters that evolve 
in a world riddled with danger

•  Best-selling author with more 
than 1 million copies sold

A Fantasy masterpiece 
by a storyteller at its best

Pierre Bordage is the author of over forty novels. 
Renowned and translated throughout the world, he is 
best known for his series Les Guerriers du Silence (The 
Warriors of Silence).

Arkane 
Pierre Bordage
Arkane is a labyrinth city governed by seven founding 
houses with corrupt power concentrated in the Heights, 
the luxurious upper levels. Court intrigues, poisonings, 
murders and black magic all take place there. Meanwhile 
the condemned and outcast are in the Dumps 
neighborhood.

When some of the houses form an alliance to eliminate 
the Drac house, this upsets the balance in Arkane, and 
Oziel, the last representative of its clan, flees the city’s 
Heights. She tries to reach the Dumps to join her brother 
and raise an army among the prisoners in the terrible 
penal colony in the depths of the city. 

Along the way she will meet Renn, an apprentice rock 
wizard, and Orik, a warrior from a faraway land, who have 
come to Arkane to warn the city leaders of an invasion by a 
horde of frightening creatures from the north...

Book 1  The Desolation 
Book 2  The Resurrection

160,000 words per book

rights sold
Germany  Heyne
Italy  La Corte
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•  An irresistible romantic comedy, 
a zany and tender delight for 
dreamers, innocent souls, 
and other assorted idlers

•  Everything you love about France: 
the charm of la vie parisienne, 
fashion, sexual escapades…

•  A critique of the diktats of 
fashion and a denunciation of 
standardised concepts of beauty

A very Parisian romantic 
comedy and an ode to 
hedonism à la française

Born in 1971, Nicolas Jaillet prefers to travel off the 
beaten path. He learned the craft of writing while on the 
road with a street theatre group, and explored various 
genres in his early work (adventures, westerns, noir 
fiction, comedy, and science fiction).

Ravishing 
(Ravissantes)

Nicolas Jaillet
Ilona Kowalsk is young and beautiful. It’s her job – she’s 
a model. She gets up early, does lots of sport, eats little, 
doesn’t drink, doesn’t go out. But that is no way to find a 
soul mate.She intimidates most men, and those she doesn’t 
scare away seem to only want to be seen strutting with her 
on their arm.

Lucie Chanterelle, her accomplice and agent, is five foot 
two and weighs 180 pounds. She may not be in the same 
league as Ilona but she has lots more luck with men. She 
never holds back when it comes to eating, drinking, or 
socialising. Maybe that’s why men find her irresistibly sexy?

When Zlotan Marvelis, a fashion designer on his way to 
greatness, decides to hire Ilona, Lucie decrees that it is time 
for her friend and protégée to learn to relax. So she calls on 
her pal Pierre Barbier, a part-time gigolo, who immediately 
falls for Ilona’s fragile charm. But Ilona asks him for help in 
her plan to seduce her boss, Zlotan. Pierre reluctantly agrees, 
all the while trying to keep his real job a secret from Ilona.

53,000 words

Sample chapters available in English

rights sold
Germany  Heyne 
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Céline Mancellon was born in 1977 and is the mother 
of four. Her first book was published in 2012. A prolific 
writer, she explores nearly every genre, from chick-lit to 
dystopia to thrillers.

•  A genuine New Adult gay novel 
with complex, tormented characters

•  Tackling the themes of coming 
out and rejection with empathy

•  A deep and troubled romance 
with plenty of tension and pace

The Undeniable Charm 
of a Heart-Stealer 
(L’Indéniable Charme d’un Voleur de Cœur)

Céline Mancellon
Cael Morgan, a successful lawyer in his thirties, has 
everything he needs to be happy. At least that’s what he 
believes when he returns from the wedding of his childhood 
friend –a friend he’s always had confused feelings about. 

When he gets home, Cael is very surprised to find a 
stranger calmly taking a shower in his bathroom. To his 
great despair, he quickly realises that he’s already met this 
unexpected guest who looks like a punk rocker, and that 
the boy seems determined to stay, even if it means turning 
Cael’s life upside down. 

Did fate bring him this thug with an indolent gaze to help 
him understand that his ideal life is not all it was cracked 
up to be?

Swept into a troubled love 
triangle, he cannot accept 
his hidden desires… yet.

85,000 words

All rights AvAilAble
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•  Strong, appealing characters 
who confront their demons

•  A romantic road trip 
full of surprises

•  An author that already 
conquered many readers

You & I 
Cali Keys
When Alyssa Grant, a student of climatology, loses her 
brother Ben, she decides to drop everything and head for 
Tornado Alley. Her goal? Improving the tornado warning 
system, a project she had begun with her brother and his 
best friend Wyatt. But she is cruelly lacking in funds. 

Then the enigmatic Ethan, a journalism student, offers 
her a deal: he will finance the expedition if she lets him 
accompany her. It is love at first sight for her and Ethan. 
But despite this attraction, Alyssa will not let herself get 
attached to him, particularly since the young man appears 
to be harbouring many secrets. 

The situation gets more complicated when Wyatt, jealous of 
Ethan, joins a competing team that has much better resources. 
Alyssa and Ethan are set for a long and perilous journey...

Will she f ind redemption 
while chasing tornadoes?

Cali Keys lives in Switzerland after a stay in California 
and studies in Paris. She loves palm trees, Care Bears, 
pina coladas, and Tagada strawberry candy. She hates 
getting her socks wet in the bathroom, finishing a packet 
of biscuits (it means there are none left), replacing the 
toilet roll, and watering plants.

90,000 words

All rights AvAilAble
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After a burnout, Matthieu Biasotto made the choice to be 
free and live by his writing. He successfully self-published 
his first books who attracted 70,000 readers. 

•  A bold and original concept, 
between thriller and self-reflection

•  A captivating pace where 
introspection alternates with action

•  Exploring our emotions, fears 
and choices in a straightforward 
and ambitious way

Extra Soul
(Le Supplément d’ âme)

Matthieu Biasotto
After a motorbike accident, Thomas falls into a coma. 
Hovering between life and death, he revisits the events 
that led him there. And slowly realises he was a detestable 
guy: a horrible boss, a superficial lover, a contemptible 
husband and absent father…

Still, we learn to love him, because he could be any of us. 
At heart, we are all a bit like him, full of flaws and regrets. 

And if he comes to terms with his mistakes, Thomas 
might manage to come back to his family. Between past 
and present, he will have to rethink his priorities when 
faced with his life hanging by a thread.

Will he seize this second chance in time? Because the 
doctors are about to cut off his life support…

A fast-paced thriller blending 
spirituality and action

52,000 words

All rights AvAilAble
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•  A new female voice in French 
thrillers, cut from the same 
cloth as Karine Giebel

•  A mix of hair-raising themes: 
reality TV, serial killers, prisons 
and psychiatric hospitals

•  Evocative writing and 
a stunning final twist

Criminal Loft
Armelle Carbonel
Waverly Hills Sanatorium, Kentucky, is the scene of the most 
extreme reality TV show in history. 

Eight convicted murderers are locked up there and will do 
anything to persuade millions of viewers that they deserve 
to live more than their companions in misfortune. Their 
fate will be determined by text messages. 

A cold order establishes itself among the killers. Then a 
corpse is discovered in Room 502, despite it being out of 
bounds…

Eight death row convicts have 
been chosen. Every week, live 
on TV, one of them must die. 

The choice is yours.

Nicknamed the Necromancer, Armelle Carbonel has 
been writing since she was a child. A fan of Stephen King 
and Cizia Zykë, she dissects the criminal impulses within 
us all. 

100,000 words

All rights AvAilAble

‘The writing is f luid, meticulous, 
unembellished, brutal and emotive’ 

Laurent Scalese
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Gaëlle Perrin-Guillet divides her time between writing 
and family life in the countryside in the Isère region of 
France. 

•  A Victorian-era investigation 
in the spirit of Sherlock Holmes

•  A very well-researched 
historical crime novel

•  Visual writing, appealing 
characters, a complex and 
intriguing plot with multiple 
twists

Soul of London
Gaëlle Perrin-Guillet
London, winter 1892. As he can now only walk with the 
help of a cane, Inspector Henry Wilkes has been reduced 
to tracking dog killers in the tunnels of the Underground. 
Billy Bennett, a street urchin, is his assistant. 

When Alice Pickman, a young lady of good family, asks 
him to reopen the inquiry into the death of her sister, 
Wilkes unwittingly enters a minefield. As a worthy heir 
to Sherlock Holmes, he seeks to dissipate the fog that 
envelopes the city of Jack the Ripper, the mist that is a 
heady mix of coal, lies and perversion. 

Especially as the body of a girl, found with her head 
smashed open in an underground passage, will link the 
two cases.

An investigation in the heart 
of 19th-century London

58,000 words

All rights AvAilAble



Acquisitions list

•  Dinah Jefferies – The Tea Planter’s Wife 
& The Sapphire Widow

• Jenny Ashcroft - Island in the East
• Philippa Gregory – The Taming of the Queen

Historical women’s fiction

Fantasy & SF

• Jenn Lyons – The Ruin of Kings
• Nicholas Eames - Kings of the Wyld
• Melissa Caruso - Swords and Fire

• SK Vaughn - Across the Universe
• CF Iggulden - The Empire of Salt

Crime & Thriller
• Alex Reeve – The House on Half Moon Street
• Michele Adams – Between the Lies
• C.J. Cooke – I Know my Name
• Thomas Enger – Henning Juul series

• Cara Hunter – Close to Home
• Lisa Jewell – I Found You
• A.G. Riddle – The Atlantis Gene

Women’s fiction
• Katherine Center – How to Walk Away
• Matthew Crow – Baxter’s Requiem
• Madeleine Reiss - Before We Say Goodbye
• Mary Adkins - When You Read This
• Janie Millman - Life’s Drag

•  Taylor Jenkins Reid - The Seven Husbands 
of Evelyn Hugo

• Marian Keyes - The Break
• Cecelia Ahern - The Year I Met You

• Damian Dibben – Tomorrow
• Anna Kozlova - F20

• Jem Lester - Shtum

Literature

Juvenile fiction
• Official Minecraft novels
• Megan Shepherd – Grim Lovelies
• Kara Thomas – Little Monsters

•  John Bellairs - The House with a Clock 
in its Walls

• Lavie Tidhar – Candy
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